2018 USA Wrestling Rule Changes
If something is not mentioned below, it is still the same as last year and there wasn't a change. Only changes that were made are listed.

Cautions in FS are mainly Caution + 1-point. The only exception is fleeing the mat in the danger position
which would be a Caution + 2-points.
Cautions in GR are mainly Caution + 2-points. The only exception is offensive leg fouls and the 2nd one
would be a Caution + 1-point.
Emphasis on Negative Wrestling in GR. This is blocking by putting their head down, posting hands on the
chest to prevent locks, grabbing the fingers, etc.... Basically this is anything that is preventing being able to
hook and take a lock. This should first be stopped and an Attention/Warning given to the wrestler. If it
continues, it would a Caution + 2-points (GR). These situations are not such a big deal in FS.
Other Negative Wrestling - Fleeing the Mat, Posting 2 hands to the face, etc... should be a direct Caution +
1 (FS) or 2 (GR). No warning is needed.
Leg Fouls - Offensive - same process as before - 1st time = Attention/Warning, 2nd time = Caution + 1point (only caution + 1 in GR).
Leg Fouls - Defensive - 1st time = Caution + 2-points (the wrestler still has a chance to finish the action and
score points) - 2nd time = Disqualification from the match - This is only with Defensive leg fouls. You will
have to indicate on the bout sheet if it was a defensive leg foul.
3 Cautions still equals disqualification from a match. This did not change. Any combination of 3 cautions equals a DQ.
Mat Chairman MUST CONFIRM all Falls, Passivity and Cautions.
GR Passivity - this is different than Negative Wrestling and should be kept separate;
1st period - only one passivity can be called - Active wrestler would receive 1-point and have choice
of standing or par terre
2nd period - same process as above - there can only be one ordered par terre position per period any additional passivity would be 1-point and would not stop the match to give (similar to last year)
Main point is that you can only have one ordered par terre position per period. If it is not needed in
the 1st period, that is good. Then in the 2nd, you can only make one passivity call and that would
result in the par terre position.
There are no time limits as to when this should be called. However, it should not be called very
quickly at the start. The wrestlers need ample time to score. If they are blocking, it is most likely
Negative Wrestling and should be enforced as described above.
Par Terre position - bottom guy is flat and top guy as both knees down and off to the side and hands point
forward on the back. This is for both FS and GR.
Consultations/ Conferences - The mat chairman can still have a conference but cannot look at the video
during that time. The only time video can be looked at is during an official challenge. Most events do not have
video review so this is not a big issue.
This may look complicated but there really weren't too many changes and most impacted GR more than FS. I would encourage you to watch the video that
is linked on the USWOA website that covers the Updated Rule Changes. This is probably the best tool to use to see the changes along with some video
examples.
Lastly, the time periods for Cadets and juniors have been modified during consolation matches at Regional and National events. In Championship
matches and Medal matches, they will wrestle 2 3-minute periods. In consolation rounds leading up to medals, they will wrestle 2 2-minute periods.
This will be done at the Regionals and in Fargo. These rule changes are in affect now.

